Unlucky leprechaun to miss game

By MONICA YANT

Bryan Lipiatk will not be doing any pushups this weekend, but it will not be because the Irish fall to score a touchdown. Lipiatk, better known as the Irish Leprechaun, broke his left arm practicing gymnastics Monday. He will miss this week’s game against Navy, but said he anticipates performing at the Tennessee game Nov. 10. He said the injury should not affect his role as a part of the cheerleading squad.

“I won’t be able to do everything I planned,” he said. “This will slow up my goals for the rest of the year.”

Tricks, such as the “helicopter” and complicated flips will have to be put off for a while, Lipiatk said.

As for pushups, one of the Leprechaun’s traditional duties, Lipiatk is optimistic. He will work something out, he said, possibly doing one-armed pushups although “that could be really tough.”

The injury occurred when Lipiatk was throwing a back tuck and came out of the move too early. He used his arm to break the fall, and ended up breaking both bones in the arm.

“I’ve been doing them, thank tuckis all year,” he said, “so it’s really a freakish sort of thing that it happened, but it’s a good injury to have for the attacks that have happened on the Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s campuses.”

Women United for Justice and Peace, the Women’s Concerns Commission of Student Government, the Center for Social Concerns, Campus Alliance for Rape Elimination, and the Socialist Women of America sponsored the march.

Vandal damages CCE, Univ. Club

By MEGAN JUNIUS

Three windows at the Center for Continuing Education and one window at the University Club were broken by a vandal with part of a traffic barricade last Tuesday night, according to Phil Johnson, assistant director of Security.

Building service employees of the CCE heard noises and called Security, Johnson said. When Security arrived, the suspect was seen running to the central part of campus.

According to Johnson, the suspect is described as a white male of medium build. He stands approximately six feet tall and has blond hair and brown eyes. Blood was found at the scene of the crime. Security is unaware of any specific injury the suspect may have suffered, Johnson said.

It is unknown whether or not the suspect is a student.

Other Security Brat information includes the reporting of two separate instances at O’Hara-GraceTownhouses.

According to Johnson, one woman

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

SMC Father/Daughter Weekend

Friday

9 p.m.-12 a.m. - Casino Night at Angela Athletic Facility

Saturday

8:45 a.m.-5:15 km Run and Nature walk

9 a.m.-1:30 p.m. - Tennis and Basketball tournaments

11 a.m. Speaker: Father Theodore Hesburgh at Carroll Auditorium

12:30-5 p.m. - Optional activities

6-7 p.m. - Cocktail hour at Notre Dame South Dining Mall

7:30-9 p.m. - Dinner at ND South Dining Hall

9:30 p.m.-12 a.m. - Dance at ND South Dining Hall

Sunday

1-2:30 p.m. - Continental Breakfast at Saint Mary’s Clubhouse

10:30 a.m. - Mass at Church of Loreto

see VANDAL / page 4

see SOAP / page 4
ND ‘humor’ carries twisted tradition

The top 10 typical ND ‘Jokes’

1. "Poor man, look at all those chicks at the Sundance and it’s not even Sunday!"
2. "I can’t wait to go to IU and get some girls. My friend was there last weekend and he said...
3. "No, not her. Her left nostril is too fat. No, not her thighs are too skinny. Now Paulina.
4. "Hey, why did you hear that last year. Walsh’s food sales grossed more than Department of Defense.
5. "Have you seen the new "No Fat Chicks" T-shirts? I bought one for every occasion last weekend.
6. "SLIM-FAST!
7. "Holy Cow, look at the guns on that Walsh Whale’s.
8. "Hey, did you hear that last year, those are Hot Babes!
9. "No, her thighs are too skinny. Now Paulina. It seems to be a tradition at ND to slam on the women. I remember my brother warning me. I can imagine what a naive freshman student government secretary’s office on the second floor of LaFortune Monday through Friday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
10. "I don’t understand why girls take everything for granted. It’s not even Sunday!"

Right-to-Life of ND/SMC will sponsor a picket today at the South Bend Abortion Clinic. All those interested in attending should meet at the Main Circle between 2-2:15 p.m. A second pick-up will be at 3:15 p.m. Transportation will be provided.

The Office of University Computing is holding an open house today from 2-4 p.m. in the lobby of the Computing Center at the University Center. Information for the Spring Calendar of Events (Daily Shillelagh) is due in the Student Activities Office, on Friday, Nov. 2. Please include the name of the event, date, time, place and sponsoring organization or department.

Lawyers picked a jury Thursday and began testimony in a case of petty larceny. Denise Wells, a 33-year-old legal secretary, is being tried for using the men’s restroom at a concert. Her trip to the toilet made national news and led to talk-show appearances with Johnny Carson, Geraldino Rivers and Joan Rivers. But on Thursday she was barred by her lawyer and sister, Valerie Wells, Davenport, from talking to reporters. At one point before the proceedings began, she went to the women’s restroom and emerged smiling while nearly a dozen photographers clicked away.

When Ken Kesey regrouped the old Merry Pranksters to drive across the country and maybe donate his psychedelic bus to the Smithsonian Institution, he had another trick up his sleeve. The bus currently on the road is not the one that drove into the lore of the psychedelic 1960s. It is a new model incorporating parts of the old. And the Smithsonian does not want it, institution spokeswoman Madeleine Jacobs said Thursday. Kesey and the Merry Pranksters became heroes when Tom Wolfe chronicled their 1964 trip aboard the bus, named Further, in his "Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test." Kesey was a bright new literary light then from his novels "One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest" and "Sometimes a Great Nation.

**MANDATORY URBAN PLUNGE**

**National**

Gen. Norman Schwarzkopf, commander of U.S. forces in the Persian Gulf, said Thursday American troops could destroy Iraq but such action might not be "in the interest of the long-term balance of power." He rejected the Bush administration's claim of "great power" in the region. Schwarzkopf, who assumed command of more than 210,000 American troops in Saudi Arabia in August, said war could erupt at any time, but he does not expect it to. "President Bush has stated again and again, our argument is not with the Iraqi people, and that military action would cause thousands and thousands of innocent casualties," in an interview published Friday by The New York Times. Schwarzkopf said he recommended to the Pentagon that combat units in Saudi Arabia be rotated out of the country every six to eight months.

Two Canadian women who saved a neighbor from a knife-wielding attacker have become people recognized Thursday by the Carnegie Hero Fund Commission. Grace Nolan and Irene Beaton were among seven Canadians and Americans honored by the commission since its founding by Pittsburgh industrialist Andrew Carnegie in 1904. The commission honors every year people who risked their lives to save or to try to save others’ lives. Nolan, 56, of Whitby, Ontario, and Beaton, 67, of Lindsay, Ontario, confronted a man who broke into the home of a neighbor, Dorothy Blackhall, 72, and slashed her face. Blackhall survived, and the attacker was placed in a mental institution, Nolan said.

**Market Update**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Market Update for Nov. 1, 1990</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Almanac</strong> On Nov. 2:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>20 Years Ago:</strong> A young boy found murdered in Atlanta became the 15th such casualty in six months.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Computer system helps writing skills

By KATE MANUEL

Students can improve their writing skills by working in a text-based environment with a community of readers rather than by receiving critical instruction from only a teacher, according to a creator of an innovative computer instructional program.

"We didn't start as an organization trying to build software and move into the computer market," said Paul Taylor, a professor at the University of Texas-Austin, and creator of the Daedalus Instructional System (DIS).

"We started out as a group of English graduate students and faculty working to build a better classroom by using the different strengths of various English specialties," said Taylor.

"We focus on students working together to learn the subject matter, rather than just passively absorbing from the teacher."

DIS is a computer network which allows students and the instructor to engage in a discussion via computer, as opposed to normal oral classroom discussion. DIS was developed as a response to problems which have arisen in teaching English to students.

"According to Taylor's lecture, "Computer Networks and Collaborative Learning: The Challenge of Teaching in a Chatroom Environment," there are three fundamental problems.

"Students do not come with the background to converse effectively. They are tied to a sense of being the language of academic discourse."

"Students see writing as a performance rather than an act of communication. They are more familiar with slang than with the language of academic discourse."

"Students often do not have a topic or do not know what to say because they view writing as an isolated negative feature because they have different characters speaking."

"The work embodies all these dissenting voices and the author does not bring them together in a unified statement of the truth," Taylor said. "As a teacher, I am not one voice. I privilege the voices of the students."

According to Taylor, students often do not have a topic or do not know what to say because they view writing as an isolated entity. "We can do it by talking," he said, "but we need to know what to say because we have different viewpoints as there are students."

The DIS software implements six different programs that, according to Taylor, integrate all of the program to facilitate the writing process. These programs include a word processor, a prompter for receiving ideas, a revising method, a dictation method, and a discussion with an electronic discussion program.

"Very exciting potential is entirely constructed through discourse, but he does feel it offers an exciting potential for change."

"It seems the height of arrogance to say that things have no reality aside from what humans think, but we do shape reality through language," he said. "If we choose to change the world, we can do it by talking to each other."

Taylor also draws on a heteroglossia theory of language, a theory which claims that novels are the height of interaction. "Writing can be seen as "expressions from out of the blue," rather than from discussion."

Teaching in an electronic classroom is based on a text-sharing pedagogy in which the teacher becomes a fellow writer in the network, according to Taylor. "Often the students don't get a model of a writer. Teachers tend to be pretty good writers. It can be overwhelming to see a book that the teacher has written; they think I can't write a book," he said. "If the teacher is willing to show the students there are drafts for the book, this gives the student encouragement."

"Computerized discussions have several advantages not present in oral discussions," according to Taylor. Typically, few students participate in classroom discussions. Computer discussions require participation by all, and they often produce as many different written viewpoints as there are students."

The DIS software implements six different programs that, according to Taylor, integrate all of the program to facilitate the writing process. These programs include a word processor, a prompter for receiving ideas, a revising method, a dictation method, and an electronic discussion program. The DIS software is available in the Fitzpatrick Hall of Engineering, Hayes-Healy Center, Newland Science Hall and CMB.

"As guests enter the open house, they will be greeted by an informational kiosk, an interactive computer that will allow people to find out what's available in the clusters. By moving a mouse to point on the computer screen, guests will be able to find the information they are looking for."

The open house will feature a ceremony officially opening the new clusters at 2:30 p.m. Donal A. Healy, director of the Office of University Computing, will be a featured guest speaker at this ceremony.

A presentation describing all of the clusters' features will follow the ceremony. The open house will conclude with tours of some of the clusters.

MONROE, Ind. (AP) — Two students were killed and six others were hospitalized with injuries Tuesday when a van carrying a choir group from an Illinois college overturned on Interstate 65, police said.

Witnesses said the van, which was carrying 11 students from Olivet Nazarene University in Kankakee, Ill., was southbound on I-65 near the Tippecanoe County-Clinton County line when the vehicle dropped off the shoulder of the road around 11 a.m.

Listed as dead were passengers Alexander Anderson, 21, of Joliet, Ill., and Cindys Lindsay, 21, of Division, Ill., authorities said.

The driver, 22-year-old student Neil Woodruff of Bourbon, Ill., so severely injured in the accident that he was taken to a hospital, police said. The driver was pronounced dead at 11:11 a.m.

Listed as dead were passengers Alexander Anderson, 21, of Joliet, Ill., and Cindys Lindsay, 21, of Division, Ill., authorities said.

"Computer system helps writing skills"

By MIKE DE FRANCO

The Office of University Computing (OUC) will hold an open house for students and faculty to introduce them to new computer clusters and how they can aid the Notre Dame/Saint Mary's community.

The OUC is giving this presentation so that people will be more aware of the various computer clusters around campus, according to Marilyn Van Bergen, project coordinator.

Hours for the open house are 2 to 4 p.m. in the lobby of the Computing Center and Math Building.

"I hope this will give students the opportunity to see what's available and find out how they can use the computer clusters because they're not always aware of the computer clusters around campus," according to Marilyn Van Bergen, project coordinator.

"Computer system helps writing skills"
Rebels bomb Japanese police, killing one officer

TOKYO (AP) — Two bombs set by anti-imperial extremists rocked a Tokyo police dormitory late Thursday, killing an officer and injuring six people, police said Friday.

The Metropolitan Police Department also found explosives at a second dormitory and a public restroom in western Tokyo early Friday. In central Japan, a gas bomb was lobbed at a police station before dawn Friday, but no injuries were reported.

Prime Minister Tsutomu Hata told reporters the blasts were "extremely regrettable and unforgivable."

Mitsugi Sakamoto, the government's chief spokesman, said the attackers were guilty of a "despicable" act that called for "all available legal measures to uproot terrorism."

Police say they suspect the involvement of radicals, but no group immediately claimed responsibility.

The attack comes as Japan is mobilizing its largest security operation to stave off violence by anti-imperial extremists who have vowed to disrupt the enthronement ceremony of Emperor Akihito.

The attack comes as Japan is mobilizing its largest security operation to stave off violence by anti-imperial extremists who have vowed to disrupt the enthronement ceremony of Emperor Akihito.

A police official said the three incidents were being viewed as a single campaign by the extremists.

Police identified the dead officer as Hiroshi Aoki, 48. He died almost immediately after the two blasts. Just before 11 p.m., a gas bomb ripped through the dormitory in Shinjuku, a bustling district that is one of Tokyo's most popular nightspots.

Two officers were injured, one with a serious burn on the back of his left leg and the other with a broken left arm and two broken legs, according to a Metropolitan Police Department official who spoke on condition of anonymity.

He said the dorm's cook, his son and two other police officers also were injured.

The police official said the type of explosives and other details of the blast were under investigation.

The bombs had been placed near a garbage collection area inside the dormitory complex, officials said.

Soap continued from page 1

roll Hall. He will speak on "Nerds and Snobs: Boletristic Apartheid and the Study of Television."

Thompson's talk will be followed by a discussion at Saga and screening of the movie "Dick Tracy" at 7 p.m. in the Little Theater. Immediately after, another forum will be held with refreshments in Stapleton Lounge.

On Saturday there will be a round table panel in Stapleton Lounge at 10 a.m. to discuss current and theory. Subjects will be taken from the introduction to "No Respect: Intellectuals and Popular Culture," by Andrew Ross.

Andrew Cucullo, assistant professor of philosophy at Saint Mary's and director of popular culture, said that there has been "a lot of enthusiasm about popular culture. Students and faculty can draw connections between popular and traditional culture." All programs are open to the general public.

Vandal continued from page 1

heard noises and thought she saw a prowler around 11 p.m. Tuesday night outside her sliding glass door. It is believed he was frightened away by the woman calling Security.

A separate instance was reported of a woman hearing a man's voice in the lower level of her residence. When she went down the steps, nobody was in the room, but the sliding glass door was open. This report was made Wednesday, but is believed to have occurred around the same time as the first incident the night before, Johnson said.

Volunteer

American Heart Association

Some employers promise you the world

We offer you a chance to make the world better

Have you considered

THE HOLY CROSS CANDIDATE YEAR?

A one-year program at Moreau Seminary at the University of Notre Dame for college graduates interested in exploring the possibility of a lifetime of service as a Holy Cross priest or brother.

Scholarship assistance is available.

Call or write for information:
Fr. John Conley, C.S.C
Congregation of Holy Cross
Box 541
Notre Dame, Indiana 46556
(219) 239-6385

Our monthly General Meetings are an opportunity to plan and announce group activities, the General Meetings are also a time to meet other people who are interested in our group.

Our Discussions Groups provide a group of people to discuss the issues of being gay, lesbian, or bisexual in a world that often misunderstands homosexual people. The Student Discussion Groups is for heterosexual, gay, lesbian, and bisexual people.

A G roup fo r S tudent D iscussion Groups sometimes have a topic or theme, but people are always free to talk about whatever they are feeling.

The Student Discussion Group is meeting weekly, every Tuesday night. A Faculty/Staff Discussion Group is in session on Wednesdays, with meetings on Wednesday nights.

For more information about any of these meetings, or what our group is all about, please call us.

Dr. Dwight K. Nelson

This week: "Buried at Sea: No More Dredging"

Beginning November 3, 1990

Saturdays at 5:00 p.m. on WAUS 90.7 FM
Saturdays at 8:30 p.m. on WHME Channel 46

Relaxed reading

Hao Tran, a senior in the program of liberal studies, enjoys the shade of a small group of trees while studying Thursday.
Joseph Guiltinan, professor of marketing, has been appointed associate dean of the College of Business Administration by Professor Timothy O'Meara, University provost.

Guiltinan's new responsibilities will include Master of Business Administration (MBA) programs at the University. "Professor Guiltinan brings a wide range of pertinent intellectual and administrative skills to this position, and we're very fortunate to have him here at Notre Dame serving in this newly created position," said John Keene, dean of the College of Business Administration.

A 1966 ND graduate, Guiltinan also holds master's and doctoral degrees from Indiana University. A member of the Notre Dame faculty since 1987 and former chair of the Department of Marketing, he has taught at the Universities of Kentucky and Massachusetts and worked for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

Guiltinan has done research and consulted in pricing and marketing strategy and been a faculty member of the American Bankers Association's Stonier Graduate School of Banking. He has contributed articles to several professional periodicals and is author of "Marketing Management: Strategies and Programs" and "Marketing: Contemporary Concepts and Practices," both of which are now in their fifth editions.

ACTORS FROM THE LONDON STAGE

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 1  SHAKESPEARE'S AS YOU LIKE IT

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2  SHAKESPEARE'S AS YOU LIKE IT

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 3  KATHLEEN NI HOULIHAN'S SONS AND DAUGHTERS

Tickets are available in the door or in advance at the Lafleur Student Center Ticket Office. Mastercard/Visa orders call 239-8128

Youth tickets (19 and under) are $3.95 each.

We Bring More Roommates Together by Splitting Them Up

At The Pointe at St. Joseph we realize the close ties you have with your roommate. The farther apart you want to be. Knowing this, we separate our 2 bedroom 2 bath with a large kitchen, separate dining area, and living room.

Now You Can Save Money By Sharing The Rent And Keeping Your Privacy Too

LEASE YOURS TODAY!

Graduate Students

Mon.-Fri. 9-6 pm

Graduate Students

Sat. 10-5 pm

Sun. 11-5 pm

Kimball will be interviewing on an open and informal schedule on Wednesday, November 7, 1990 for the following positions:

Business Analyst - If you have strong analytical skills with a background in easy level programming you qualify to do this. You will be asked to assist in COBOL, OR/MUS programming to determine business requirements. This candidate will be highly visible working with our Executive Information System. December, May or August graduates in Computer Applications will be interviewed.

Electrical Engineer - Will serve as production support of electronic assembly from a component point of view. Good communication skills with supervision and ability to analyze component performance and failure are essential. Deadline: December, May or August graduates in Electrical Engineering will be interviewed. These majors are invited to attend Kimball's international presentation on Tuesday, November 6, 1990 from 7:00 P.M.-9:00 P.M. For more information contact Placement and Public Office, Notre Dame.
## TOP TEN PICKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEAM</th>
<th>RECORD</th>
<th>NEXT OPPONENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>7-0</td>
<td>Georgia Tech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notre Dame</td>
<td>6-1</td>
<td>Navy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>8-0</td>
<td>Colorado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auburn</td>
<td>6-0-1</td>
<td>Florida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston</td>
<td>7-0</td>
<td>Texas Christian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>6-1</td>
<td>Iowa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>7-1</td>
<td>Arizona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>7-1-1</td>
<td>Nebraska</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida St.</td>
<td>5-2</td>
<td>South Carolina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miami</td>
<td>6-2</td>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SUNDAY DOUBLE FEATURE**

$5.99

Get 2 small Original pizzas with the topping of your choice for only $5.99. Valid Sundays only.

Expires 12/31/90

Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offers. Proof of purchase required. Check your local Domino's for details. Does not apply to carryout orders. Offer expires 12/31/90. For delivery orders, the charge is $2.00 less. Drivers are not penalized for late deliveries.

---

**EARLY WEEK SPECIAL**

$4.99

Get 1 large Original pizza with your favorite topping for only $4.99. Valid Mondays & Tuesdays only.

Expires 12/31/90

Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offers. Proof of purchase required. Check your local Domino's for details. Does not apply to carryout orders. Offer expires 12/31/90. For delivery orders, the charge is $2.00 less. Drivers are not penalized for late deliveries.

---

**2 Large Pizzas**

$10.95

Get 2 large Original pizzas with the topping of your choice.

Expires 12/31/90

Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offers. Proof of purchase required. Check your local Domino's for details. Does not apply to carryout orders. Offer expires 12/31/90. For delivery orders, the charge is $2.00 less. Drivers are not penalized for late deliveries.

---

Call us! Notre Dame 271-0300 300 South Broad Ave 289-0033 5th Paradise Ave
Arkansas A.G. convicted of expense mishandling

LITTLE ROCK, Ariz. (AP) — State Attorney General Steve Clark was convicted Thursday of abusing his expense privileges. He was fined $10,000 but drew no prison time.

"Obviously, I'm very disappointed," Clark said after the verdict was announced. "As I've said all along, it was never my intention to defraud or deceive.

Judge Perry Whitmore fined Clark $10,000 but did not sentence him to jail, which Clark's lawyer said would be a death sentence for Arkansas' top legal official.

"Even though you are attorney general — in this respect I feel ridiculous — but I must tell you, you can appeal," Whitmore said.

The corruption trial went to the jury earlier in the day after a prosecutor compared the attorney general's ambitions to a runaway train fueled by state money.

"The General was feeding that train. And as he was feeding that train, to keep his gubernatorial campaign alive, he'd throw coal in. That coal is your money," Black said.

"Steve Clark's political dream — the dream to become governor but couldn't afford to entertain political supporters and generate campaign contributions, this is not the way to set up and get the help of state money through his expense account and state credit card.

Defense attorney Bill Bristow said Clark might be liable for civil penalties if he used poor judgment, but insisted that Clark did not break any laws.

"What you're going to see is unauthorized use of funds. It was more like stealing," Bristow said. He said there was little or no restriction on Clark's use of the state Visa card.

Clark testified he never intended to deceive anyone with his expense filings.

Under cross-examination Wednesday, Clark said he was doing more than the law required by keeping expense records. No other top state official does so, he said.

"If I wanted to deceive anyone, I wouldn't have done anything and I certainly wouldn't have used the names of prominent people as people could come in and say, 'Steve Clark says he ate with you, is that right?'" Clark said.

"Among the prosecution's 141 witnesses, state Supreme Court Justice Jack Holt, several state legislators, lobbyists and reporters testified that they did not eat with Clark, although their names were on his expense claims.

Clark claimed he accidentally listed as guests people he talked with at the restaurants, or he met earlier in the day or who were topics of discussion at meals. He said he waited weeks to update expense records from at the restaurants, or who were topics of discussion at meals. He said he waited weeks to update expense records from

"The General was feeding that train. And as he was feeding that train, to keep his gubernatorial campaign alive, he'd throw coal in. That coal is your money," Black said.

"Steve Clark's political dream — the dream to become governor but couldn't afford to entertain political supporters and generate campaign contributions, this is not the way to set up and get the help of state money through his expense account and state credit card.

Defense attorney Bill Bristow said Clark might be liable for civil penalties if he used poor judgment, but insisted that Clark did not break any laws.

"What you're going to see is unauthorized use of funds. It was more like stealing," Bristow said. He said there was little or no restriction on Clark's use of the state Visa card.

Clark testified he never intended to deceive anyone with his expense filings.

Under cross-examination Wednesday, Clark said he was doing more than the law required by keeping expense records. No other top state official does so, he said.

"If I wanted to deceive anyone, I wouldn't have done anything and I certainly wouldn't have used the names of prominent people as people could come in and say, 'Steve Clark says he ate with you, is that right?'" Clark said.

"Among the prosecution's 141 witnesses, state Supreme Court Justice Jack Holt, several state legislators, lobbyists and reporters testified that they did not eat with Clark, although their names were on his expense claims.

Clark claimed he accidentally listed as guests people he talked with at the restaurants, or he met earlier in the day or who were topics of discussion at meals. He said he waited weeks to update expense records from at the restaurants, or who were topics of discussion at meals. He said he waited weeks to update expense records from
Dear Editor:
The Open Letter said no such thing. The fact that Campus Ministry misquoted last Thursday's Open Letter isn't the infuriating part of it. The infuriating part of the letter is the underlying implication that Gays and Lesbians of ND/SMC wants people to "come out" so we can pursue some hidden agenda with them. I guess what Campus Ministry is implying here is that we are going to coerce people to choose a "homosexual lifestyle" or lead them into unhealthy relationships. Isn't it about a sexual orientation. The Office of Campus Ministry fails to realize that our agenda is very much like theirs. We are not seeking to recruit or tell them that they are gay. We realize, obviously more so than Campus Ministry, that sexual orientation involves a discovery, not a choice. We respect where every is at on their journey of self-discovery, however, someone must be led to discover that he/she is gay, the advantage of "coming out" is clear: it helps others who are terrified about their own self-discovery, see that there are others very similar to themselves to have the same orientation. If members of Campus Ministry paid a visit to our group, this is what they would find. They would find a group that is deeply committed to Christian values and shows genuine support for living those values. They would find a group that, for some, involves supporting another in a chaste, celibate life (this is what the religious members of our group have found most valuable). They would also find a group that talks openly about how to ensure that relationships remain healthy and non-manipulative.

Gays and Lesbians at ND/SMC does not promote "premature disclosure"

Dear Editor:
Far more gay and lesbian persons have been led into the "premature disclosure" of false hetero-erotic orientations and entered into unhappy marriages than have straight persons. If the anonymous author of the Campus Ministry propaganda in The Observer Oct. 16 wants to cast suspicion on the practices of Gays and Lesbians at Notre Dame and Saint Mary's (GLNDMSC), he or she may be on to something. Though not a member of the group, I have attended some of its meetings and have not found anyone recommending that undecided persons "come out" about a sexual orientation. The group does provide a safe place—perhaps the only safe place—for people to be themselves, whatever their sexual orientations. The Office of Campus Ministry should follow the group's example. If Campus Ministry would be consistent in its desire to eradicate seductions into sexual orientations too soon, GLNDMSC should be last on its list of targets.

Martin Connell

DOONESBURY

GARRY TRUDEAU

QUOTE OF THE DAY

"'I ain't easy being easy.'"

Don Meredith
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ND Catholic church crumbles with reaction to homosexuality

By David W. Lutz

What is most significant about the American Catholic Church and its activities and letters published in the various campus periodicals over the last several months is the general concern that some Roman Catholics at Notre Dame and other universities have over the next four years. We need to address several morally important issues. I know that some will speak of "academic freedom," but the issue is not that, but whether we should obey all points of the Christian agenda to the text. To maintain that none of these homosexual acts in the New Testament epistles is inconsistent with the teaching of the Roman Catholic Church, what the world needs is one very clear condemnation of homosexuality is inconsistent with the teaching of the Holy Cross, but this is not out of the voice of the schola.

Much of what has been written on this campus recently concerning homosexuality is right on target. Yes, we should address the specific issue of homosexuality and consider not so much about the specific issue of homosexuality as about the question of what it means for a university to be a Roman Catholic university.

Although I am a Methodist, I cannot study Christian philosophy in this country at a Methodist university. There no longer are any. All that remains is a collection of secular universities that were founded by Methodists as Christian universities. It should come as no surprise that Wesleyan University and Southern Methodist University were founded as Methodist universities. But how about Boston University, Duke, Northwestern, Syracuse, Vanderbilt, and the University of Southern California? There are many secular schools that still have organizational ties to the United Methodist Church in their names.

My concern is that the process of secularization that moved the Methodist universities away from the Ivy League universities, from the ranks of Christian academic institutions, has already occurred at Notre Dame. The fact that someone came to speak about homosexuality at Notre Dame's Baha'I student center is that the Catholic university is cut off from the tradition of Roman Catholicism today can be, not whether, but when, the Catholic church will become a secular university.

What concerns me, though, is that the Church's positions on homosexuality is a very serious public debate on the side of those who believe that we should obey all points of the Christian agenda to the text. To maintain that none of these homosexual acts in the New Testament epistles is inconsistent with the teaching of the Holy Cross, but this is not out of the voice of the schola.

But what is most significant about this vote, of course, is that a moral position in- consistent with Christian Scripture and nearly two millennia of Christian tradition was defeated overwhelmingly, but the question was even brought up for a vote in the first place. Whatever problems the Roman Catholic Church may have today, one very attractive feature of Roman Catholicism for this Protestant is that the Church's positions on certain key moral issues are negotiable.

John a know that some will speak of "academic freedom." But the issue is not that, but whether we should obey all points of the Christian agenda to the text. To maintain that none of these homosexual acts in the New Testament epistles is inconsistent with the teaching of the Holy Cross, but this is not out of the voice of the schola.

The secularization of the Methodist universities did not happen overnight as the result of a single policy decision. It happened gradually, over small decisions over many years. To remain silent while others check the theological commitment of the Holy Cross tradition, to hire new faculty members without concern for their theological and moral beliefs, to force our own individual research project without concern for the Catholic character of the university as a whole, is to decide that Notre Dame will become a secular university.

Much is at stake here. Because of its Roman Catholic character and academic quality, Notre Dame is one of the very best Christian universities in North America at which to study and teach, not only for Roman Catholics, but also for others who wish to be in a university community of Christian scholars. I hope that future generations of students will not be deprived of the opportunity to study among American Catholic universities. Why would anyone believe that what the world needs is one very clear condemnation of homosexuality is inconsistent with the teaching of the Holy Cross, but this is not out of the voice of the schola.
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### Weekend Calendar

**Friday**

**MUSIC**
- After Hours Rhythm and Soul Review, Center Street Blues Cafe, 9:30 p.m.
- The James Boys, WMVRD, 9:30 p.m.
- Medieval Dance, Theodore's, 9 p.m.

**THEATRE**
- Medieval Dance, Theodore's, 9 p.m.

**OFF CAMPUS**
- Paramount Laser Spectacular, $6 students, $8 senior citizens.
- "As You Like It," 5 O'Clock Shadows, After Hours Rhythm and Soul Review, Club 23, 10 p.m.
- "The Romantic 19th Century Fantasia" featuring Randy Stonehill & Bellybutton, WMRD, 9 p.m.
- "The King Is Half Undressed," voice recital, Moreau Hall Little Theatre, 7:15 p.m.
- "The King Is Half Undressed," Theodore's, 9 p.m.

**Saturday**

**MUSIC**
- 5 O'Clock Shadows, Club 23, 10 p.m.
- The James Boys, WMVRD, 9:30 p.m.
- After Hours Rhythm and Soul Review, Center Street Blues Cafe, 9:30 p.m.
- Homeless Benefit Concert, featuring Randy Stonehill & Tony Loffler, Calvary Temple, 7:30 p.m.
- Haunted House, Carroll Hall, 7:30 - 10:30 p.m.
- "As You Like It," Washington Hall, 8 p.m. Tickets $10, $6 students, $8 senior citizens.

**THEATRE**
- "As You Like It," Washington Hall, 8 p.m. Tickets $10, $6 students, $8 senior citizens.

**Sunday**

**MUSIC**
- "Sons and Daughters," Washington Hall, 8 p.m. Tickets $10, $6 students, $8 senior citizens.

**BRASS ENSEMBLE**
- Brass Ensemble, vesper concert, Sacred Heart Church, 7:15 p.m.

### Review

Jellyfish fails to recapture sound.
THE GAME
The Game Notre Dame (6-1)
at Navy (3-4)
Place Giants Stadium
Time 12:05 p.m.
TV & Radio
CBS Sports: WNDU-TV 16
Jeff Jeffers, Jack Nolan
Mutual Radio Network:
Tony Roberts, Tom Pagano
Tickets The game is sold out.
Collegiate Sportswriters
Midshipmen not ranked
Poll Rankings
AP Rankings Irish 2nd
Midshipmen not ranked
Series Notre Dame leads 53-9
Last Game Notre Dame 41
Navy 0

ND SCHEDULE
Sept. 15 ND 28, Michigan 24
Sept. 22 ND 20, Michigan State 19
Sept. 29 ND 37, Purdue 22
Oct. 6 Stanford 36, ND 31
Oct. 13 ND 57, Air Force 27
Oct. 20 ND 29, Miami 20
Oct. 27 ND 31, Pitt 22
Nov. 3 at Navy
Nov. 10 at Tennessee
Nov. 17 Penn State
Nov. 24 at Southern California

NAVY SCHEDULE
Sept. 8 Navy 28, Richmond 17
Sept. 15 Virginia 56, Navy 14
Sept. 22 Navy 23, Villanova 21
Sept. 29 Boston College 28, Navy 17
Oct. 6 Air Force 24, Navy 7
Oct. 13 Navy 17, Akron 13
Oct. 27 James Madison 16, Navy 7
Nov. 3 NOTRE DAME
Nov. 10 at Toledo
Nov. 17 DELAWARE
Nov. 24 at Army

GAME NOTES
• The series is the longest continuous intersectional rivalry in college football. Notre Dame and Navy have met every year since 1927.
• The Irish have won 26 straight games in the series, dating back to 1963 when Roger Staubach led Navy to a 35-14 victory in Notre Dame Stadium. The Irish have more victories over Navy than over any other team in Notre Dame history.
• Notre Dame extended its winning streak to a school record 21 games by recording its first shutout since 1983 in a 41-0 rout of Navy last season in Notre Dame Stadium. That was Lou Holtz's 150th career victory.
• The Irish are a perfect 6-0 in games played at Giants Stadium in the Meadowlands. Their last win was by a 36-13 mark over Virginia in last year's Kickoff Classic.

Strong and Silent
Grimm anchors trio of talented linebackers

By FRANK PASTOR
Associate Sports Editor

When Notre Dame won college football's mythical national championship in 1988, it boasted the tenth-ranked rushing defense in the country, one that allowed just 112.4 yards per game on the ground.

Linebackers Wes Pritchett, Ned Bolcar and Michael Stonebreaker rotated at the two inside spots to bolster what many still consider the finest Irish defense of the '80s.

Just two years later, Notre Dame again finds itself in the thick of the national championship race with a 6-1 record and No. 2 ranking heading into Saturday's game against Navy.

The defense has taken on a new look this season under defensive coordinator Gary Darnell, whose attack-oriented philosophy emphasizes speed and performance. But stopping the run remains a top priority, and Notre Dame's talented trio of linebackers Stonebreaker, Demetrius DuBoise and Donn Grimm key an Irish defense that has improved tremendously since surrendering 253 yards rushing to Michigan in the '90 season opener.

Grimm, Notre Dame's top returning tackler in '90, has started six of the first seven games for the Irish and anchors a defensive front seven that features all seniors with national-championship experience when he is in the lineup.

"We've all been playing together for three or four years," Grimm says, "so we've been down that road before. We're definitely in the hunt for the national championship, especially with as many seniors as we have right now. We know what it takes to win it, but we've got

Senior Donn Grimm, shown here ready to make the stop against Stanford, is the top returning tackler on the Irish defense. Grimm played an outstanding game last week against Pitt, compiling eight total tackles, one blocked pass and one interception.
Overmatched Middles face banged-up Irish
Substitutes perform key to victory, says Holtz

By KEN TYSIAK
Associate Sports Editor

An injury-plagued, battle-weary Notre Dame team will take the field at Giants Stadium in East Rutherford, N.J., at 12:06 p.m. Saturday against the Navy Midshipmen.

Injuries to such stalwarts as nose guard Chris Zorich, outside linebacker Andre Jones and tight guard Mirko Jurkovic have weighed heavily on coach Lou Holtz’s mind.

Despite the injuries, though, there is no doubt which team is the favorite going into the game.

Saturday’s matchup will be the 64th between the Irish and the Midshipmen in what is the longest continuous intersectional college football rivalry.

The rivalry has been pretty one-sided of late, though. Navy has not beaten the Irish since quarterback Roger Staubach led the Middies to a 33-14 triumph at Notre Dame Stadium in 1963. Since then, Notre Dame has won 26 straight.

Even Holtz, who is famed for taking up his opponent and trying to lower expectations for his own team, admits that the Irish are the stronger team going into the game.

“I don’t think there’s any doubt that (the Midshipmen) have to prove themselves to the University of Notre Dame,” Holtz says. But he quickly adds that “they’re a good football team. They played us very well two years ago down there, they are good defensively. They are a good, disciplined football team. You worry about a quarterback getting a hot hand and mixing the run and the pass and not playing well on defense.”

Holtz says that Notre Dame’s three goals going into the game are to win, to prove that the substitutes play well and to avoid injuries. He is especially concerned that the artificial turf at Giants Stadium will take its toll on his running backs.

The entering coach has avoided practicing on the artificial turf in Loftus Sports Center as much as possible because he is afraid that some of his athletes might be injured.

Injuries are the name of the game on the Irish defense this week. Zorich will likely be replaced by sophomore Eric Jones, although sophomore Jerry Dawson will likely start at the defensive tackle positions for Notre Dame.

Senior Devon McDonald, who is most effective as a pass rusher, is expected to replace Andre Jones at outside linebacker. Senior Scott Kowalkowski will start at the other outside linebacker position, while classmates Mike Stonebreaker (who leads the team in tackles with 58) and Donn Grimmel will start at inside linebacker.

Sophomore Demetrius DuBose will also spend a lot of time at linebacker.

The Irish secondary will once again feature All-American Todd Light and freshman Greg Lane at the cornerbacks, the dependable Greg Davis at strong safety and freshman Tom Carter at free safety.

Stonebreaker says that the linebackers in particular will have to make an adjustment with Zorich out.

“Chris does things which normal nose guards can’t do,” Stonebreaker says. “He gets across the ball so quickly that as a linebacker you have to kind of play slower than you normally would. It’s something that, without a dominating player up front, you as a linebacker have to try to take the place of your own hands, a little bit more.”

Senior linebacker Ben Timm will try to take the game into their hands with a balanced offense and a trick play. In recent years, Navy has run the wishbone almost exclusively on offense, but under Chaump the Irish will play a more conventional gameplan, albeit with a few twists.

If you want to read a book on trick plays, Navy wrote it this year,” Holtz says. “They are going to run three, four, five, six reverses in a game. Against this line this week, they ran four different reverses. You might say ‘well, that’s not unusual,’ but they ran those reverses on four straight plays.”

Junior Alton Grizzard will likely start at quarterback for the Midshipmen, but classmate Gary McIntosh could see some time as well. Grizzard has completed 76 of 161 passes for 857 yards with six touchdowns and 11 interceptions. He is also Navy’s second leading rusher, with 203 yards on 63 carries.

McIntosh, meanwhile, has completed 30 of 70 passes for 399 yards with one touchdown and five interceptions. Senior Jason Pace, who leads the Midshipmen in rushing with 368 yards in 78 attempts, will start at tailback, while sophomore Kwame Moutrie (33 rushes for 136 yards) will start at fullback.

Senior linebacker Jerry Dawson will be the man to watch when Navy takes to the air. Dawson has caught 31 passes for 450 yards and four touchdowns. Junior wide receiver B.J. Mason (23 catches for 273 yards) and senior tight end Dave Bergfelt (16 catches for 210 yards) will also be prime targets.

Dawson should also handle most of the punt returns and kickoff returns for the Middies. He is averaging 12.5 yards per return.

Senior Jason Pace, who leads the Midshipmen in rushing with 373 yards in 78 attempts, will start at tailback. Seniors Ricky Walters and Tony Brooks should split time at tailback, although junior flanker Raghib Ismail could get more carries at fullback if Brooks continues to be bothered by sore ribs.

Ismail, of course, kicks the Irish into overtime when he gets the ball. In the past three games he has averaged 235 total yards. The Heisman Trophy candidate has rushed 42 times for 419 yards (a 9.3-yard average), caught 20 passes for 380 yards, returned eight kickoffs for 240 yards, including a 94-yard touchdown run against Miami, and brought back five punts for 64 yards.

Other Irish receivers of note will be split end Tony Smith (12 catches for 177 yards) and tight end Derek Brown (nine catches for 148 yards).

Senior center Mike Heflin will anchor the Irish offensive line. He will be joined in the starting lineup by junior Gene McGuire at right tackle, senior Tim Ryan at quick guard, junior Mirko Jurkovic or senior Joe Allen at left guard and junior Justin Hall at left tackle.

Senior Jim Sexton may take over the punting duties for the Irish if Craig Henrich’s distorted thumb prevents him from field snaps. Henrich, who has handled the Irish field goals this season, should be able to handle the place kicking chores.

Junior Jefferson Triplett, who averages 28.8 yards per punt, will punt for Navy, while senior Frank Schenk, who has made five field goals in 10 attempts this year, will do the place kicking for the Middles.

Eric Zorich and senior co-captain Alton Grizzard could test the injury-plagued Irish defense. As quarterback, he has led Navy in rushing for the past three seasons and needs just 575 yards to become Navy’s all-time total offensive leader.

The senior flanker has caught 31 passes for 450 yards and four touchdowns. He started all 11 games as a junior, carrying the ball 10 times for 58 yards and two touchdowns. He has caught at least one pass in all four touchdowns.

Cornerback Chris Cordero (two interceptions) and strong safety Scott Carson (one interception and 46 tackles) will anchor the Navy secondary.

“I don’t think there’s any doubt about it. Their defense is the strong point of the Naval Academy football team. With the exception of the University of Virginia, nobody has scored very many points on them, and the University of Virginia had a lot of no gain plays and two-yard gains: Virginia did not have very many long drives against the Naval Academy,” Holtz says.

Holtz’s Irish may fare better. Sophomore quarterback Birk Miller might have an itchy trigger finger after last Saturday’s disappointing five-for-16, 85-yard passing performance in a 31-22 win over Pittsburgh.

Despite that performance, Miller has still completed 78 of 134 passes for 1176 yards on the season.

Junior Rodney Culver, who leads the Irish with 529 yards rushing on 108 attempts, will start at fullback. Seniors Ricky Walters and Tony Brooks should split time at tailback, although junior flanker Raghib Ismail could get more carries at tailback if Brooks continues to be bothered by sore ribs.

Ismail, of course, kicks the Irish into overtime when he gets the ball. In the past three games he has averaged 235 total yards. The Heisman Trophy candidate has rushed 42 times for 419 yards (a 9.3-yard average), caught 20 passes for 380 yards, returned eight kickoffs for 240 yards, including a 94-yard touchdown run against Miami, and brought back five punts for 64 yards.

Other Irish receivers of note will be split end Tony Smith (12 catches for 177 yards) and tight end Derek Brown (nine catches for 148 yards).

Senior center Mike Heflin will anchor the Irish offensive line. He will be joined in the starting lineup by junior Gene McGuire at right tackle, senior Tim Ryan at quick guard, junior Mirko Jurkovic or senior Joe Allen at left guard and junior Justin Hall at left tackle.

Senior Jim Sexton may take over the punting duties for the Irish if Craig Henrich’s distorted thumb prevents him from field snaps. Henrich, who has handled the Irish field goals this season, should be able to handle the place kicking chores.

Junior Jefferson Triplett, who averages 28.8 yards per punt, will punt for Navy, while senior Frank Schenk, who has made five field goals in 10 attempts this year, will do the place kicking for the Middles.
Knee injuries can't stop a determined' McGuire

By DAVE DIETEMAN
Sports Writer

Knee injuries have been a sore spot for the Fighting Irish this season. Just ask Gene McGuire, a junior offensive lineman from Paramus, N.J. On the second drive of Notre Dame's matchup with Purdue, McGuire went down with torn knee cartilage. 

When McGuire examined his knee in earnest, the diagnosis was that he would have to wait for his services for at least a month. In fact, McGuire's injury eventually required arthroscopic surgery. 

"I got hurt, I knew that I would be back soon," said McGuire. "I told the doctors to do whatever they had to do, but I would back for the Miami game," said McGuire. "I finally had to have surgery because it was a little worse than I had expected. Still, I told everyone that I would be back for Miami." 

"As soon as I woke up in the recovery room, I started doing leg lifts and leg extensions to heal it. I'm still not at one hundred percent -- it will probably be a month before I am back at one hundred percent. I am not fully back yet. I feel that my knee is good enough to play on." 

"I think it was a player going out at the playing time at right tackle this year, had been viewed as a sure back-up to center Mike Heldt. Gene also handled the left side in the 1990 spring practices while Heldt was out with a dislocated elbow. In fact, McGuire's toughness and work habits practically mandated that he be given starting spot on the offensive line.

"Gene McGuire is a very tough and very determined player," remarked Notre Dame offensive line coach Joe Moore. "He loves football, which is the number one thing for any football player. As an offensive lineman, you have to love contact, and Gene loves all the parts of the game. He has the chance to be a truly outstanding football player and he is doing the work to become one. 

"Moore has coached more than his share of All-American linemen, both at the collegiate and high school levels. Andy Heck, another product of Moore's coaching, was awarded All-America honors in 1984 and now performs in the National Football League. In short, he knows a lineman with great potential when he sees one.

"It is indeed a mark of high regard, then, that Moore was not surprised at the speedy recovery of Gene McGuire. "I am not surprised by how quickly Gene recovered," re- 

"The most important part of recovery is a player's mental attitude, and McGuire is doing a wonderful job of maintaining his focus on football and his commitment to Notre Dame. McGuire is a very determined player," commented Notre Dame head coach Lou Holtz.

"McGuire is not a particularly slick player, but he is a hard worker. I think that he has improved his footwork and he has improved his technique in that area. McGuire is not a particularly flashy player, but he is a hard worker. I think that he has improved his footwork and he has improved his technique in that area. 

"McGuire may have chosen to stay the course. He may have chosen to play, and I just don't think about it until after the game." 

"McGuire's attitude also extends to his outlook on the future. "I'm not worried about reinjuring my knee," said the stern lineman who grew up with an affinity for the Pittsburgh Steelers and Joe Greene. "My knee bothered me at Pitt and I had a lot of pain. These three weeks -- Pitt, Navy and Tennessee -- are going to be hard on it, but it will be all right." 

"Moore, however, does harbor some concerns about the pounding McGuire will take on the artificial turf surfaces of the Meadowlands and Tennessee. "All the coaches are worried about the turf," said Moore. 

"Stonebreaker reclaimed his starting position after a one-year suspension. 

"Grimm and Stonebreaker have a fall for the remaining inside linebacker spot, Holtz said at the time. 

"Despite Grimm's impressive numbers in '89 (11 starts, 49 solo tackles, 44 assists, 93 total tackles and two interceptions), DuBose had the inside track coming out of spring practice. He's the No. 1 unit on the last two years, and he's a leader. His speed (4.68 in the 40) seemed tailor-made for Dan Dierdorf's new defensive scheme. 

"dtag one of his four starting linebackers following April's annual Blue-Gold Game. Senior Scott Kowalkowski and Andre Jones hold on to their outside linebacker spots, and Grimm could be back at the same position on the football field by the time the game is over."
Peter Vaas to improve, then everything else, including winning, will fall into place.

"I want to see us improve from game to game," he said. "If we get better from game to game, in becoming more competitive, not necessarily more productive as far asvard game is concerned, but a lot of the little things that go unseen by the traditional fan. And then, I think we've done a good job. But it's a day-to-day, game-to-game thing, that when it all over, you can say, 'Boy, in December, we're a heck of a lot better than we were in August.'"

"I think we can all always improve on making demands on ourselves. It's one of those things, no matter how hard you work, how fast you've run, you always feel as though there's a little more you can give, and you have to constantly demand that from yourself. I'd like to see myself constantly improve the standards by which I measure myself, and that way I would constantly improve, and more importantly, the people around me can improve."

An example of the tangible results of the team's on-improvement can be seen with Jerome Bettis. His intense touch combined with expectations of constant betterment have transformed him from a high-school running back to a college team to a pro football player. "He's really been helping me by being a little patient with me," said Bettis. "If he were to just jump all over me, then it would be next to impossible for me to understand what he's saying."

"I think of him readily, he notes and admires the enthusiasm and the enthusiasm they have for the institution. That's why it should be for the simple, basic, yet special man.

irish Football '90

Vaas mixes coaching skill with down-to-earth values

By RENE RENNAN
Sports Writer

Notre Dame running backs coach Peter Vaas, 39, always wants to be thought of as a basic down-to-earth, average guy. However, one can be neither basic nor average and be an Irish football coach.

Consider for a moment his coaching record at Allegheny (Pa.) College. Vaas took a team that had won just two of the last four seasons and in four years as head coach went 74-14-1 (31-4-1 in conference play). The Gators won back-to-back conference titles in 1987 and 1988, and Vaas was named coach of the Year by the Pennsylvania Sports Writers Association.

Consider also what other people think about Coach Vaas. "I think he stands for what I believe to be the fundamentals of the game," said former Western Michigan University coach Jerry Wolper. "He's not fancy, he's not a showman, he's just a real solid guy. Those are the reasons why I selected him, and I'm happy to have him back."

"As a coach, he's fair as he possibly can," said freshman fullback Jerome Bettis. "He actually does a man who professes to be fair. Just jump all over me, then it's next to impossible for me to understand what he's saying."

"I think he cares. He actually does care for the players. He'll tell you about football. He'll talk to you about your personal life to the point where it's unseen by the traditional fan, when you've been going, just to get in touch with you so you're not so far apart."

"He's helped me understand a lot of the things I've been teaching players," said junior flanker Raghbir Singh. "He's a tremendous person. He's a good guy. A lot of the players like him. He's been a great help to the program."

So the question becomes, how does a man who professes to be basic and ordinary earn such high praise? The answer lies in the simple values Vaas teaches and by which he lives.

One such value is wanting to be involved one-on-one with a player, rather than being a delegator, shaping and not just directing. Moving to Notre Dame gave Vaas this opportunity.

"As a head coach, it's certainly very enjoyable to call your own shots, to run your own program, and to make home-andleader decisions," said Vaas. "One of the things that you miss when you're becoming closely involved with the players. As an assistant, you get more involved on an individual basis with your players, and I missed that awful lot as a head coach."

Another important quality Vaas stresses is improvement, both for the running backs he coaches and for himself. His philosophy is that if one

FOOTBALL SCHEDULES

Saturday, Nov. 3
EAST
Rutgers 35-29 at Army (5-4)
Syracuse 27-23 at Pittsburgh (3-6)
Connecticut 18-7 at East Carolina (4-3)
Lafayette 34-14 at Delaware (2-7)

WEST
Colorado 24-20 at Stanford (4-3)
Michigan 27-13 at Purdue (3-6)

Saturday, Nov. 10

EAST
Villanova (5-4) at New Hampshire (6-3)

WEST
Buffalo 38-21 at Syracuse (7-2)

Saturday, Nov. 17

EAST
Penn State (6-4) at Illinois (7-2)

WEST
Texas 16-7 at Oklahoma State (4-4)

Saturday, Nov. 24

EAST
Boston College (4-2-1) at Wake Forest (4-3-2)

WEST
California 27-14 at Texas (4-6)

Thursday, Nov. 22

EAST
Kansas City (1-6) at Tulane (6-5)

WEST
Tulsa 19-7 at Rice (4-5)

Sunday, Nov. 25

EAST
Penn State (9-2) at Ohio State (6-2)

WEST
Texas 16-3 at Oklahoma (7-2)

Tuesday, Nov. 27

EAST
Michigan 27-21 at Michigan State (6-6)

WEST
Wisconsin 17-10 at Indiana (7-3)

Friday, Nov. 30

EAST
Virginia 20-6 at Virginia Tech (7-4)

WEST
Kansas 31-22 at Texas (7-5)

Tuesday, Dec. 4

EAST
Pittsburgh (5-1) at East Carolina (5-6)

WEST
Ohio 30-27 at West Virginia (5-6)

Friday, Dec. 7

EAST
Morgan State (8-3) at Howard (6-1)

WEST
Texas 20-13 at Rice (5-0)

Thursday, Dec. 13

EAST
Mississippi State (6-4) at Mississippi (4-2)

WEST
Ohio State (9-2) at Nebraska (6-1)

Saturday, Dec. 15

EAST
Georgia Tech 24-20 at Central Florida (3-4)

WEST
Texas 24-16 at Oklahoma (5-0)

Saturday, Dec. 22

EAST
Pittsburgh (5-1) at Temple (5-3)

WEST
Boston College (4-3) at Arizona (6-1)

Saturday, Dec. 29

EAST
Georgia Tech 24-17 at Georgia (6-5)

WEST
Texas 23-17 at Iowa (7-2)

Sunday, Dec. 30

EAST
Pittsburgh (5-1) at West Virginia (6-5)

WEST
Texas 24-16 at Texas (7-5)

Tuesday, Jan. 2

EAST
Pittsburgh (5-1) at Temple (5-3)

WEST
Texas 24-17 at Oklahoma (5-0)

Monday, Jan. 8

EAST
Georgia Tech 24-16 at Georgia (5-0)

WEST
Texas 24-17 at Oklahoma (5-0)

Saturday, Jan. 13

EAST
Boston College (4-2) at Duke (2-3)

WEST
Texas 20-13 at Texas A&M (3-0)

Friday, Jan. 19

EAST
Morgan State (8-3) at Howard (6-1)

WEST
Texas 24-17 at Iowa (7-2)

Saturday, Jan. 20

EAST
Virginia 24-17 at Virginia Tech (6-1)

WEST
Texas 24-17 at Oklahoma (5-0)

Sunday, Jan. 21

EAST
Georgia Tech 24-17 at Georgia (5-0)

WEST
Texas 24-17 at Oklahoma (5-0)

Tuesday, Jan. 23

EAST
Georgia Tech 24-17 at Georgia (5-0)

WEST
Texas 24-17 at Oklahoma (5-0)

Saturday, Jan. 27

EAST
Georgia Tech 24-17 at Georgia (5-0)

WEST
Texas 24-17 at Oklahoma (5-0)

Saturday, Jan. 30

EAST
Georgia Tech 24-17 at Georgia (5-0)

WEST
Texas 24-17 at Oklahoma (5-0)

Wednesday, Feb. 6

EAST
Georgia Tech 24-17 at Georgia (5-0)

WEST
Texas 24-17 at Oklahoma (5-0)

Football Prognosticators

Each week, the Observer sports staff, Bill Bilinski of the Peak and Tribune, and some well-known figures in the Notre Dame community predict the outcomes of the week's major college football games. Records are compiled as to how each person does against the predictions of the other. It's not enough to pick the winner of a game.

Syracuse 10 over B.C.
Virginia 13.5 over Ga Tech
Illinois 3 over Northwestern
Michigan State 6 over Indiana
Michigan 23.5 over Colorado
Penn State 11 over W Virginia
Florida 3.5 over Auburn
Illinois 2.5 over Iowa
Nebraska 6.5 over Colorado
Alabama 8.5 over Miss State
Wash 17 over Arizona
Miami 22.5 over Pittsburgh
Ohio State 10 over Pitt
Notre Dame 35 over Navy

Frank Pastor
Associate Sports Editor
45-35-4
Last week: 10-4

Ken Tyraic
Associate Sports Editor
43-37-4
Last week: 6-6

Chris Cooney
Associate Sports Editor
40-40-4
Last week: 9-5

Pat Murphy
Guest Columnist
40-40-4
Last week: 6-8

Scott Bratocu
Sports Editor
33-47-4
Last week: 5-9

Greg Guffey
Sports Editor
32-46-4
Last week: 5-9
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Irish

Irish

Irish

Irish
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Arizona

Kansas

Kansas

Kansas

Kansas
Raw intensity of the Clash is evident on 1977 Revisited

By FRAN MOYER
Accent Writer

For those of you who are sick and tired of those arty, pseudo-intellectual bands who dress in black and try to act really hip, here is an album for you — the Clash's 1977 Revisited.

1977 Revisited is a collection of rare songs and B-sides that reflect the early years of one of the most exciting bands of all time. Besides their self-titled debut album and their U.S. debut, Give 'Em Enough Rope, no other Clash album illustrates so perfectly the raw intensity that so characterized these angry men. The crudeness and, for lack of a better word, the anarchy of a live Clash performance is brought out through the live recording of "London's Burning," one can picture the chipped-toothed Joe Strummer, clad in a first Brigade T-shirt, screeching in his trademark style, while Mick Jones, cigarette in mouth, plays his guitar with the fervor of a man possessed. If you like the studio version of this song, you will definitely love it live.

The final four songs on the first side of the album were all originally on the British version of their debut album, but were omitted on the U.S. version. Included in these four songs is "Chutney," which Clash fans will recognize as one of the prize cuts off the mini-LP, Black Market Clash. The other three songs, "Deny" (a harsh view on the life of a junkie), "48 Hours" (in praise of the most needed weekend), and "Protex Blue" (Jones' unenthusiastic endorsement of condom use) are equally memorable, and are some of the best songs the Clash has produced.

One of the best songs on the album is that jazzy "1-2 Crush on You." This selection is the type of song Jack Kerouac's sordid hipster, Dean Moriarty, would have been able to "dig," not only because it is inherently beautiful, but also because of the crazy sax solo that makes one just want yell "blow daddy blow!"

The Clash's social consciousness, which is so evident on their other albums, is beautifully illustrated in "Stop the World." The eerie B-side to the anti-conscription song "The Call Up," this cut, a protest against the arms race, is full of background coughs, high pitched chimes, a monotonous drum beat, and Strummer's droning vocals; all of which combine to produce a mental image of a surreal post-apocalyptic world.

The best selection on the entire album is "1977," which is the B-side to the searing "White Riot." As Strummer snarls, "It's 1977, I hope I go to heaven/I'm too long on the dole/I can't work at all," and Jones grinds his guitar, one cannot help but be caught up in the fury that is the Clash. One has to wonder why this wonderful leftist anthem was not included on any of their previous albums.

1977 Revisited is full of loud, crude music and unmelodious, harsh vocals; in fact, most times it is difficult to decipher just what Strummer or Jones is calling. If you love that kind of frenzied unorganized music, then buy this album, but if you don't, then continue to waste your money on cappuccino, cigarettes, and melodramatic, uninteresting 'think they have something to say, but really don't' bands.
Reverent skepticism and the mysteries of God

People must think of us as God’s servants,” wrote St. Paul, “stewards entrusted with the mysteries of God. What is expected of stewards is that each one should be found worthy of his task.”

When I meet young Catholics who tell me that religion is boring, I have a feeling that the mystery of things has never overtaken them. Notre Dame is very good at proclaiming the social Gospel: field trips to Appalachia and urban plunges are dead-set on the mark; and such kinds of activism are like giant steps in the right direction, if we believe in Christ; as the Bible warns us, “Faith without works is dead.”

The Bible also invites us to stockpile the quiet times: “Stand in awe, and sin not: commune with your own heart, and in your chamber, be still.” Sometimes I worry that the social Gospel is a hiding place for professionally religious men and women who feel uncomfortable when they try to pray. To tell the truth, I’m not very good at prayer myself, yet I keep reminding myself that if I were to spend all my time accumulating the hungry whom I meet in the soup-line, I could become spiritually anorectic.

But what is meant by “the mysteries of God?” Aye, there’s the rub. Who can explain them? Who can tell you why? Fools give you reasons. Wise men never try. The phrase reminds me of Virgil’s line: “Sunt mortalia tangunt. (There are mortalities that touch the heart.)”

Yet the “tears shed for things (lacrimae rerum)” are only a preparation for the truth hidden, like unexpected grace, in a line of poetry: “I saw Eternity the other night/Like a great ring of pure and endless light/All calm, as it was bright…”

Or, if that’s too intangible, consider this: “They are all gone into the world of light!/And I alone sit lirring here/their very memory is fair and bright/And my sad thoughts doth clear....Dear, beauteous death! the jewel of the just/Shining nowhere but in my mind thoughts doth clear....Dear, beauteous death! the jewel of the just/Shining nowhere but in my mind/At first sight if the bird has flown;/But what fair well or grove he sings in now/That is to him unknown.”

Comparing the two approaches to the Maid of Orleans, Chesterton favored Voltaire’s, “because when a man of Voltaire’s school has to explode a saint or hero, he says that such a person is a common human fool or fraud. But when a man like Anatole France has to explode a saint, he explains it as somebody belonging to his particular fuzzy literary set.”

Voltaire read human nature into Joan of Arc; but at least it was not Voltaire’s nature. But M. France read M. France’s nature into Joan of Arc — all the cold kindness and sentimentality of the homeless writer.

Renan’s “Vie de Jesus,” says Chesterton, has just the same general intention: that if you do not attack Christianity, you can at least patronize it. This is the method of the reverent sceptic. When you find a life entirely in credible and incomprehensible from the outside, you pretend that you understand the inside.

As Renan, the rationalist, could not make any sense of Christ’s most public acts, he proceeded to make an ingenious system out of His private thoughts. As Anatole France cannot believe in what Joan of Arc did, he professes to be her dearest friend and to know exactly what she meant.

Christian scholars can sound like reverent skeptics when they exegete the New Testament. Choosing to pick apart the Gospel of Luke, some of them say there’s nothing there that reveals Christ as the only-begotten Son, God from God, of one substance with the Father. The Lucan Christ only raised the son of the widow of Nain and the daughter of Jairus from the dead, healed leprosy and palsy, and fed the 5,000, to say nothing of His other miracles. This was clever of Him, if He was only an itinerant village rabbi; but is it the New Testament really ambivalent about Christ as the Son of God? Instead of claiming divine titles, didn’t He wait for those titles to catch up with Him?

Catholics used to believe that the difference between the Catholic Eucharist and the Holy Communion of the Lord’s Supper at the Congregational or Baptist Church was the mystery called the Real Presence. Now, for many Catholics, the Eucharist is notable for the “Real Absence,” as in the Protestant version of the sacrament. As a matter of fact, many young Protestant divines in New England have given up on Holy Communion altogether, because they claim, it has overtones of cannibalism.

I’m not a theologian, nor do I wish to attack any Christian’s faith; yet as an investigative reporter on the lookout for the mysteries of God, I can’t help thinking that some important mysteries of the Catholic tradition have gone in the direction of the Protestant Reformation. Whether that is good or bad, yet can judge for yourself: Where have all the flowers gone? They’ve gone where the good folk have gone, and were a long time passing. Even human sexuality could lose part of its appeal, if you considered only the views of Dr. Ruth. It must be diminished in charm anyway, if it can never be spontaneous, and must be mediated through contraceptives. Still, as in receiving Communion, the partners must keep their salvation—spiritual or physical—in mind, and don’t say that as a mockery.

“The Holy Ghost over the best/World broods with warm/ Breast an with all bright wings”—to me, this means the Church must have soul. If the Bishops are really in a sweat about evangelization, they should try to put attention of the mass of men who lead lives of quiet desperation; and they might start losing the attention of even more of the priests.

This doesn’t mean I’m threatening to leap over the wall; only that I try to keep wonderment— which is a prelude to mystery—on hard task wine that is privately stocked. If you ask God, I’m sure He’ll give you the grace to do the same.

---

Father Robert Griffin
Letters to a Lonely God
**NOTICES**

**TYING AVAILABLE**

287-4360

**INTERESTED CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP MEETING**

"Why Should Christians Share Their Faith?"

Where: St. Patrick's Church
When: TONIGHT @ 7:30pm
Questions? Call Tom @ x1185

JUST SAY NO!
Buy my RED PLUM UMBRELLA on Sunday 10:01 on hardwood library. Very high sentimental value (plus it is unique and would definitely recognize it). Please call 283-6985. R. N. I really need my umbrella.

**LOST/FOUNDED**

"REWARD!" I lost my RED PLUM UMBRELLA on Sunday 10:01 on hardwood library. Very high sentimental value (plus it is unique and would definitely recognize it). Please call 283-6985. R. N. I really need my umbrella.

"REWARD!" I lost my RED PLUM UMBRELLA on Sunday 10:01 on hardwood library. Very high sentimental value (plus it is unique and would definitely recognize it). Please call 283-6985. R. N. I really need my umbrella.

FALL 14-gold rope chain
Strappeed on Field Step, GREAT Sentimental Value. If found, please call Cara x3484.
Scoreboard

Friday, November 2, 1990

WOMEN'S INTERHALL FOOTBALL PLAYOFFS

1. #1 Penn-Phillips (5-0)
   vs. #2 P.W. (5-0)
   Nov. 4
   9:30 p.m.

2. #2 P.W. (5-0)
   vs. #3 Howard (4-1)
   Nov. 4
   2:30 p.m.

3. #3 Howard (4-1)
   vs. #4 Fairley (4-1)
   Nov. 4
   1:00 p.m.

4. #4 Fairley (4-1)
   vs. #5 Lewis (3-2)
   Nov. 4
   11:00 a.m.

5. #5 Lewis (3-2)
   vs. #6 Off-Campus (3-2)
   Nov. 18

A.P. FOOTBALL TOP 25

This Top Twenty Five team in the Associated Press 100 college football poll, with first-place votes in parentheses, updated after Fall Play. At 4:30 p.m. for a Precise vote through one point for a 25th-place vote, and last week's rankings:

1. Virginia Tech (5-0)
2. Notre Dame (5-0)
3. Nebraska (5-0)
4. Arizona (5-0)
5. Florida State (5-0)
6. Miami (2-3)
7. Washington (2-3)
8. Penn State (3-2)
9. Penn State (3-2)
10. Indiana (3-2)
11. Michigan (3-2)
12. Houston (3-2)
13. Iowa (3-2)
14. Oregon (3-2)
15. Oklahoma (3-2)
16. Arizona State (3-2)
17. Florida (3-2)
18. Tennessee (3-2)
19. Michigan State (3-2)
20. Texas Tech (3-2)
21. Southern California (3-2)
22. Stanford (3-2)
23. Texas (3-2)
24. Purdue (3-2)
25. Bowling Green (3-2)

Other receiving votes:
- Arizona
- California
- Colorado State
- Connecticut
- Indiana State
- Iowa State
- Kansas State
- Kentucky
- Louisiana State
- Minnesota
- Missouri
- Nevada
- Ohio State
- Oklahoma State
- Rice
- Rutgers
- South Carolina
- Tennessee
- Texas A&M
- Texas Christian
- Utah State
- Washington State
- Western Kentucky
- Wisconsin
- Wyoming

MEN AND WOMEN'S SWIMMING—NOTRE DAME RELAYS

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL vs. WESTERN MICHIGAN WOMEN'S SWIMMING—INOCT DUAL MEET

WHL CONVENTION

Patrick Delhant

NY Rangers 13-0 2 2 84 34
New Jersey 8-4 17 53 44
Philadelphia 2 6 0 14 52 49
Washington 7 7 0 14 43 43
Boston 6 6 1 16 61 53

Adame DtvWon

Calgary 9 4 0 18 58 39
Vancouver 6 6 0 12 37 4 0
Edmonton 2 7 2 6 29 32

Saturday's Games

L A  Kings 9 3 1

Sunday's Games

Toronto 2 11 1 5 38 66

CAMPBELL CONFERENCE

NAME

Chicago 6 6 0 12 37 4 0
Detroit 7 4 3 17 56 52
Philadelphia 3 5 4 10 39 39

Thursday's Games

Montreal 7 6 1 15 46 4 6
Minnesota 2 9 3 7 38 58
St. Louis 8 4 1 17 47 38

Wednesday's Games

NAME

Chicago 5 3 1 18 45 38
St. Louis 8 4 1 17 47 30
Detroit 9 4 1 17 58 62

Friday's Games

NAME

Chicago 6 6 0 12 37 4 0
Detroit 7 4 3 17 56 52
Philadelphia 3 5 4 10 39 39

ATHLETIC OFFICE

OFFERS FREE TANNING

ROCCO'S STYLE SHOP

OFFICE SUPPLIES

THE ICEBERG DEBATES

THE ICEBERG DEBATES

FREEMESSAGE

EXPRESS PRESS

OFFICIALS

CHICAGO HAIR CUTTING CO.

INDIAN RIDGE PLAZA

NOTRE DAME'S ANNUAL CAMPUS-WIDE DEBATE SERIES

INTERESTED IN MEMBERSHIP ON THE ICEBERG DEBATES STANDING COMMITTEE?

WE NEED PEOPLE IN THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS:

- PUBLIC RELATIONS
- DORM LIASON
- SCHEDULING

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN SECRETARY'S OFFICE

2ND FLOOR LAFORINTE. DUE NOV. 5TH BY 5PM

URBAN PLUNGE

November 4

Urban Plunge

THIS IS REQUIRED FOR ALL URBAN PLUNGE PARTICIPANTS

NOTRE DAME'S ANNUAL CAMPUS-WIDE DEBATE SERIES

INTERESTED IN MEMBERSHIP ON THE ICEBERG DEBATES STANDING COMMITTEE?

WE NEED PEOPLE IN THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS:

- PUBLIC RELATIONS
- DORM LIASON
- SCHEDULING

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN SECRETARY'S OFFICE

2ND FLOOR LAFORINTE. DUE NOV. 5TH BY 5PM
DETROIT (AP) — Johan Garpenlov scored two goals and Steve Yzerman added the 300th of his eight-year NHL career Thursday night as the Detroit Red Wings skated to a 5-4 victory over the Toronto Maple Leafs.

Detroit (7-4-3) bounced back from its first home defeat of the season, a 5-2 setback to St. Louis on Tuesday, to run its home record to 7-1-1. The Maple Leafs (1-11-1) fell to 0-3 in their first three starts since Tom Watt replaced Doug Carpenter as coach. Carpenter was fired Oct. 26.

After Garpenlov and the Maple Leafs' Vincent Damphousse traded first-period goals, the Red Wings broke the game open with three goals in a 2:11 span early in the second period, including Yzerman's ninth of the season.

With his goal, Yzerman became the fifth player in Detroit history to score 300 goals, joining Gordie Howe (786), Alex Delvecchio (456), Ted Lindsay (335) and Norm Ullman (324).

Flyers 6, North Stars 3
Philadelphia rookies Mike Ricci and Dale Kushner both scored their first NHL goals and Keith Acton added three assists as the Philadelphia Flyers snapped a four-game losing streak with a 6-3 victory over the Minnesota North Stars.

The North Stars remained winless on the road this season with an 0-7-1 record.

Bruins 3, Blues 2
Cam Neely scored an unassisted goal at 3:14 of overtime and the Boston Bruins ended St. Louis' seven-game unbeaten streak with a 3-2 victory over the Blues.

Gantt said he never looks at his bank statements because he knows what he puts in and what he takes out of his account.

"I don't have anything to say," Henderson told the paper.

Vince Dooley, Georgia's athletic director, said he would "check on Gantt's involvement immediately."

"I want to see what his knowledge of this is or if he knew that was money he shouldn't be getting," Dooley said. "If he knows, that will affect his eligibility."

Henderson had a year of eligibility remaining when he chose to bypass his final year to play in the NFL.

Agent funneled money to Georgia player

ATLANTA (AP) — The bank account of a current Georgia football player was used to funnel money from an agent to former Bulldog running back Keith Henderson during the 1988 season, The Atlanta Constitution reported in Friday's editions.

The newspaper said that bank records showed that Jerry Schwartz, a New York accountant who said he was then associated with sports agent Harold "Doc" Daniels, transferred $2,000 into the account of Bryant Gantt at the Citizens and Southern National Bank in Athens on Dec. 20, 1988.

"Henderson didn't have a bank account," Schwartz said. "He asked me to wire the money to (Gantt's) account."

Gantt currently is a senior outside linebacker at Georgia. Henderson is now a running back with the San Francisco 49ers.

The paper said Gantt and a bank official confirmed that the player's account number is the same as the one appearing on the transfer documents.

Gantt denied knowledge of the transaction.

"I don't remember receiving any money," Gantt said Thursday. "If it was done, it was done without my knowledge. That's definitely my checking account number."

Saint Mary's College Senior Father/Daughter WEEKEND EVENTS

Friday, November 2
9 p.m.-12 a.m. Casino Night
Angela Athletic Facility

Saturday, November 3
8 a.m.-11 a.m. Sporting Events
Angela Athletic Facility
Speaker Fr. Hesburgh (reception following)
Carroll Auditorium
12 p.m.-4 p.m. Join everyone at Senior Kelley's & McCormick's to watch the ND/Navy game.
6 p.m.-12 a.m. Dinner/Dance
South Dining Hall (ND)

Sunday, November 4
9 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Continental Breakfast
Clubhouse
10:30 a.m. Mass
Church of Loretto

WANTED: LIVE IN STAFF IN A LOVELY APARTMENT
PROVIDED IN EXCHANGE FOR NIGHT-TIME
AND ADMINISTRATIVE DUTIES

Dismas is a home where Notre Dame students live with ex-offenders in a beautiful house in a historic district seven minutes from Notre Dame. We are a goal oriented couple or group living in residence. Fee room and board is provided in exchange for certain assigned responsibilities.

Send letter or resume to Dismas, P.O. Box 4571, South Bend, IN 46634.

Direct questions to Jim Roemer, Community Relations, Notre Dame (239-6614).

Yzerman scores 300th career goal in Detroit win

DETROIT (AP) — Johan Garpenlov scored two goals and Steve Yzerman added the 300th of his eight-year NHL career Thursday night as the Detroit Red Wings skated to a 5-4 victory over the Toronto Maple Leafs.

Detroit (7-4-3) bounced back from its first home defeat of the season, a 5-2 setback to St. Louis on Tuesday, to run its home record to 7-1-1. The Maple Leafs (1-11-1) fell to 0-3 in their first three starts since Tom Watt replaced Doug Carpenter as coach. Carpenter was fired Oct. 26.

After Garpenlov and the Maple Leafs' Vincent Damphousse traded first-period goals, the Red Wings broke the game open with three goals in a 2:11 span early in the second period, including Yzerman's ninth of the season.

With his goal, Yzerman became the fifth player in Detroit history to score 300 goals, joining Gordie Howe (786), Alex Delvecchio (456), Ted Lindsay (335) and Norm Ullman (324).

Flyers 6, North Stars 3
Philadelphia rookies Mike Ricci and Dale Kushner both scored their first NHL goals and Keith Acton added three assists as the Philadelphia Flyers snapped a four-game losing streak with a 6-3 victory over the Minnesota North Stars.

The North Stars remained winless on the road this season with an 0-7-1 record.

Bruins 3, Blues 2
Cam Neely scored an unassisted goal at 3:14 of overtime and the Boston Bruins ended St. Louis' seven-game unbeaten streak with a 3-2 victory over the Blues.
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"I don't have anything to say," Henderson told the paper.
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"I want to see what his knowledge of this is or if he knew that was money he shouldn't be getting," Dooley said. "If he knows, that will affect his eligibility."

Henderson had a year of eligibility remaining when he chose to bypass his final year to play in the NFL.

Agent funneled money to Georgia player

ATLANTA (AP) — The bank account of a current Georgia football player was used to funnel money from an agent to former Bulldog running back Keith Henderson during the 1988 season, The Atlanta Constitution reported in Friday's editions.

The newspaper said that bank records showed that Jerry Schwartz, a New York accountant who said he was then associated with sports agent Harold "Doc" Daniels, transferred $2,000 into the account of Bryant Gantt at the Citizens and Southern National Bank in Athens on Dec. 20, 1988.

"Henderson didn't have a bank account," Schwartz said. "He asked me to wire the money to (Gantt's) account."

Gantt currently is a senior outside linebacker at Georgia. Henderson is now a running back with the San Francisco 49ers.

The paper said Gantt and a bank official confirmed that the player's account number is the same as the one appearing on the transfer documents.

Gantt denied knowledge of the transaction.

"I don't remember receiving any money," Gantt said Thursday. "If it was done, it was done without my knowledge. That's definitely my checking account number."
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Direct questions to Jim Roemer, Community Relations, Notre Dame (239-6614).

Yzerman scores 300th career goal in Detroit win

DETROIT (AP) — Johan Garpenlov scored two goals and Steve Yzerman added the 300th of his eight-year NHL career Thursday night as the Detroit Red Wings skated to a 5-4 victory over the Toronto Maple Leafs.

Detroit (7-4-3) bounced back from its first home defeat of the season, a 5-2 setback to St. Louis on Tuesday, to run its home record to 7-1-1. The Maple Leafs (1-11-1) fell to 0-3 in their first three starts since Tom Watt replaced Doug Carpenter as coach. Carpenter was fired Oct. 26.

After Garpenlov and the Maple Leafs' Vincent Damphousse traded first-period goals, the Red Wings broke the game open with three goals in a 2:11 span early in the second period, including Yzerman's ninth of the season.

With his goal, Yzerman became the fifth player in Detroit history to score 300 goals, joining Gordie Howe (786), Alex Delvecchio (456), Ted Lindsay (335) and Norm Ullman (324).

Flyers 6, North Stars 3
Philadelphia rookies Mike Ricci and Dale Kushner both scored their first NHL goals and Keith Acton added three assists as the Philadelphia Flyers snapped a four-game losing streak with a 6-3 victory over the Minnesota North Stars.

The North Stars remained winless on the road this season with an 0-7-1 record.

Bruins 3, Blues 2
Cam Neely scored an unassisted goal at 3:14 of overtime and the Boston Bruins ended St. Louis' seven-game unbeaten streak with a 3-2 victory over the Blues.

Gantt said he never looks at his bank statements because he knows what he puts in and what he takes out of his account.

"I don't have anything to say," Henderson told the paper.

Vince Dooley, Georgia's athletic director, said he would "check on Gantt's involvement immediately."

"I want to see what his knowledge of this is or if he knew that was money he shouldn't be getting," Dooley said. "If he knows, that will affect his eligibility."

Henderson had a year of eligibility remaining when he chose to bypass his final year to play in the NFL.
We're Fighting For Your Life.

DiLucia continued from page 20

clinched the match at 4-1. However, he blew two break points, giving Cocotos some hope that he might come back. DiLucia held serve the next game, and then closed out the match two games later.

This morning at 9 a.m., DiLucia will face Ivan Boron, the No. 1 seed at Georgia and the top-ranked junior player in the world. Boron won the Italian Open juniors and was a semifinalist in the junior sections of the French Open and Wimbledon.

More recently, Boron won the U.S. National Juniors in Kalamazoo, Michigan, and two weeks ago won the Southern Invitational.
Confident Bears look to maintain substantial lead over 2nd-place Bucs

TAMPA, Fla. (AP) — Their coach received a vote of confidence this week. Now, the Tampa Bay Buccaneers hope to give themselves one with a victory over the Chicago Bears.

The NFC Central Division rivals meet Sunday with the Bears (6-1) having an opportunity to take a commanding lead over the second-place Bucs (4-4), who are trying to work their way out of a tailspin that's taken the taster off a promising start.

After winning three of its first four games, Tampa Bay has lost three of the last four to teams it was expected to beat. Two losses to Dallas and a 41-10 setback at San Diego last week raised questions that owner Hugh Culverhouse answered about coach Ray Perkins' future with the club.

Culverhouse said Perkins, in the fourth year of a five-year contract, will return in 1991 even if the team doesn't win another game or fails to make the playoffs for the eighth consecutive season.

"I'm perfectly pleased with Ray Perkins," the owner said. "I have every reason not to believe that he will have a winning team.

Beating the Bears would take some of the heat off Perkins as well as the team, which is growing weary of what some players perceive as a negative attitude among fans and the media.

"This could be the week for us to get something under our belt to give us some leverage where everybody doesn't have all this worry about what's happening to our team," said linebacker Ervin Randle.

"There's still a lot of football to be played," he added. "Right now, we're coping with the situation as well as we can. We have to have confidence because that's the only way we're going to work this thing out.

Defensive breakdowns and poor pass protection have contributed to the team's problems. The Bucs also have turned the ball over 12 times in the last two weeks opposed to eight times in the first six games.

Vinnie Testaverde, the league's second highest rated passer, sat out the San Diego game to give a turf toe injury a chance to heal. He will return against the Bears, but hopes to get better support than Chris Chandler, who was sacked four times and hurried into four interceptions by the Chargers.

The Bears also have turned the ball over 12 times in the last two weeks opposed to eight times in the first six games.

"Our first line has been doing most of the scoring for us this year," Schafer says. "We ran up against some teams that are a little better than we are. For instance, Minnesota is a great team. Even though we lost, we actually played well against them, but they are so fast that it seemed like they were playing at 100 percent and we were playing at 75 percent and a 15 percent loss.

"The thing that impresses me is that they're playing basically the same people. They're just playing more with a mission than they were last year," said Perkins, whose team beat Chicago twice last season, ending Tampa Bay's 12-game losing streak against the Bears.

"They're playing basically the same people ... They're just playing more with a mission than they were last year," said Perkins, whose team beat Chicago twice last season, ending Tampa Bay's 12-game losing streak against the Bears.

"It's been hard so far, but we're going to work this thing out."
Men's, women's Interhall football playoffs to kick off
Alumni tries to defend title

By RENE FERRAN
Sports Writer

The men's Interhall football playoffs begin this weekend with defending champion Alumni (4-0) facing Leahy league runner-up Off-Campus (11-1-2) while Off-Campus (3-1) meets Fisher (3-1).

ALUMNI V. STANFORD
In what may be their last meeting Alumni easily handled Stanford 16-0. However, both coaches felt that game was an aberration.

"Since it was the first game," Alumni coach Paul Szyperski said, "a lot of our team is the same team from last year. We've all played together we've capitalized on the fact that we were working together, knew each other real well."

"In that game, we just weren't prepared," Stanford coach Sean Allard has a couple of fine receivers in Chris Ebert and Kevin Coffman. White and Fred Coffman lead an excellent linebacking corps in the Stud 4-3.

The game will be decided by Stanford's ability to move on the Dog defense. In their first meeting, the Studs were unable to sustain a long drive, and Alumni capitalized on excellent field position. If Stanford can control the ball, create some opportunities, and keep Alumni's offense off the field as much as possible, it can pull off the upset.

OFF-CAMPUS V. FISHER
At first glance, this game has the makings of a romp: big-dorm pounding on small-dorm. However, if the Crime overlook Fisher and focus on a rematch against Grace in the finals, the Green Wave are very capable of beating them.

"We have to take them seriously," said Crime coach Tom Selim. "We can't afford to lose at this point. Fisher's a tough team, and we're not looking at them at all. They made the playoffs. They had a good year. We're looking forward to playing them."

While Fisher's offense boasts the look and feel of a small-dorm powerhouse, Alumni possesses a potent offense that averaging 15.5 points per game. Quarterback Jim Passinault has a wide array of options to choose from: running backs Dave Ludwig and Mark Ross have consistently scored upon since. He feels this is due to implementing into their game plan.

"Since it was the first game," Gilboy said. "We had a lot of our team is the same team from last year. We've all played together, knew each other real well."

"The Alumni Dogs try to defend their Interhall football crown this weekend when they take on Leahy league rival Stanford in the first round of the playoffs."

Eight teams qualify for women's playoffs

BY CHAD WISCHUK
Sports Writer

They are what every female football player at Notre Dame strives to achieve. They are the culmination of weeks of sweat and labor. It is the dream that completely fills their mind in the fall. They are the year's women's Interhall football playoffs.

The playoffs have passed the fiery tests of skill and discipline to have earned a berth in the 1990 playoffs. Beginning Sunday at one o'clock at Steve Fisher Hall, they hope to lead B.P. to a different playoff result than last year. In 1989, B.P. also went undefeated, yet lost in the opening round of the playoffs.

P.W. has other ideas. Following the reversal of the outcome of their controversial overtime loss to Lewis, the girls of P.W., under the tutelage of Daniaca Petrosius and Heidi Hansan, are determined to go all the way.

"Practices have been exceptional," Hansan noted. "We are working hard and everything seems to be going smoothly. We are intense."

Top-seeded and unbeaten Breen-Philips (5-0) faces eighth-seeded P.E. (2-3) at 4:00 P.M. Sunday. Second-ranked P.W. (4-1) plays Lyons (2-3), third-seed Howard, whose only loss was to B.P., takes on Off-Campus (3-2), and no. four Farley (4-1) and no. five Lewis (3-2) square-off.

Everybody is gunning for the unscathed giants from Breen-Philips, and yet co-captain Kristen Ballard claims that the team is relaxed, optimistic, and unified.

"The two week layoff since the last game has relaxed the team, but we're a lot more hungry to go to state. We're not taking the week off lightly, but we're not worrying about it. We have other things to do."
CAMPUS

Sunday

1 p.m. Open House hosted by Holy Cross College. Information program about the college in the auditorium at 1:30 p.m. Faculty, administrators and staff will be present to answer questions and provide personal tours. For more information, call 233-6813.

LECTURE CIRCUIT

Friday

3 p.m. Vitruvius Colloquium. "Harmony and Type, Large and Small Scale," by Thomas Gordon Smith, in Room 204, Architecture Building. Sponsored by the architecture department.

3:15 p.m. "They Call Her Pastor: Women Heading Priceless Parishes," by Professor Ruth Wallace, sociologist from George Washington University, in Room 131, Devlin Faculty Hall.

Information program about the college in the auditorium at 3:15 p.m. Faculty, administrators and staff will be present to answer questions and provide personal tours.

For more information, call 233-6813.

GARY LARSON

THE FAR SIDE

Far away, on a hillside, a very specialized breed of dog heard the cry of distress.

STUDENT UNION BOARD

**SUB MOVIES**

TONIGHT, Nov. 2 and Saturday, Nov. 3:

The Hunt for Red October

Cushing Auditorium

Playing at 8PM and 10:30PM.

Tickets are $2.
Our Dame volleyball team falls to Illinois in three sets

BY DAVE MCNAHON
Sports Writer

Against an overpowering Illinois team that outblocked the Irish 14-5, the Notre Dame women's volleyball team suffered their six straight loss, 10-15, 9-15, 12-15 Thursday night. Notre Dame's (7-19) next opponent is Western Michigan University Tuesday night at the Compton Family Center.

The Irish (14-7) improved their record to 4-0 against Notre Dame, although the Irish have taken them to five games in two out of the last three matches. Illinois put the injury-plagued Irish at bay early, winning the first game 15-10 with a 304 team attack percentage compared to the Irish's .255. The Irish fell behind in the second game, 19-4, before a service ace by senior Tracey Shilton brought a second wind into the Irish. Notre Dame got to within four points at 13-9, but the 13th-ranked Illini pulled out the second game, 15-9.

Playing with visible incentive, the Irish refused to give up, with a freshmen MVP Molly Anne Stark forced two service aces en route to a 2-2 lead in the third game. After an Illinois timeout, however, the Irish retaliated, tying the score at 7-7.

The Irish matched Illinois point for point before freshman setter Janelle Karlan smashed a service ace to put an unacceptable Illini defense, giving Notre Dame a 11-10 lead. The Irish could not come up with a final surge, and Illinois took the final game 15-12. Despite the loss, Notre Dame seemed to play with an intensity that should be helpful if they can bring it into upcoming matches against Western Michigan and a Midwestern Collegiate Conference/matchup against Xavier.

"This has been a tough year for us," commented Stark, who finally got playing time with a team high ten digs on defense.

"We played well on defense and got to every ball. We didn't have the experience that we started playing better as a team tonight than we have been." Sophomore Aloria Turner led all players with 14 kills and managed almost half of the Irish total of 32. Sophomore Mary Ann Cragin followed with 10 kills, while Stark and Shilton tallied six each.

Playing a competitive match, see IRISH/ page 15

**Back for more**

Notre Dame women's volleyball team veteran Chris Zorich (50) was named as one of four finalists for the Lombardi Award on the Notre Dame volleyball team. The Associated Press selected Zorich as one of the top four for the Lombardi Award, which is given to the most outstanding collegiate football player.

The award is given to the player who displays the highest level of athletic ability, character, and leadership. Zorich is also a candidate for the Bednarik Award, which is given to the most outstanding college football defensive player.

Notre Dame's victory over Illinois in the third set marked a significant turning point for the team. The Irish had struggled in previous games against top-ranked opponents, but their performance in the third set showcased their resilience and determination.

In the end, Notre Dame emerged victorious, with a final score of 3-2. The victory marked a significant improvement for the team, who had lost their previous two matches against Illinois.

Notre Dame's victory over Illinois in the third set marked a significant turning point for the team. The Irish had struggled in previous games against top-ranked opponents, but their performance in the third set showcased their resilience and determination.

In the end, Notre Dame emerged victorious, with a final score of 3-2. The victory marked a significant improvement for the team, who had lost their previous two matches against Illinois.

The Irish concluded the match with a strong performance, demonstrating their ability to compete at a high level. Their success in the third set was a testament to their dedication and hard work, as well as their teamwork and individual contributions.

This victory will undoubtedly boost the team's morale and confidence as they move forward in the season. Notre Dame will look to build on this momentum in their upcoming games, as they continue to strive for success on the court.

**Saint Mary's diver excels both in and out of the pool**

BY CHRIS BACON and EMILY WILLET
Sports Writers

Time-management is perhaps the most-preached concept in freshman year. For Saint Mary's first-ever All-American diver Carrie Cummins, it is a way of life.

Cummins, a junior from Dayton, Ohio, manages not only to participate in student government and alumni relations, but also practices two hours a day, five days a week for the Saint Mary's Swimming and Diving team. It is this type of dedication to the sport that has allowed Cummins to excel both in and off the boards.

Last season, the Belles placed fourth in the NAIA National Meet. Carrie Cummins was one of the top ten swimmers at the meet and the only woman to qualify for the national championship.

"This has been a tough year for us," commented Carrie Cummins, who finished fifth in the 200-meter breaststroke and 200-meter individual medley at the NAIA National Meet. "It was a tough road for us, but we were able to pull through and qualify for the national meet." The Belles had a strong relay team and a variety of strong individual performances.

For Carrie Cummins, the transition from high school to college has been challenging, but she has adapted well to the demands of the sport. Her ability to balance academic and athletic responsibilities is an inspiration to her teammates and coaches.

"Carrie is an exceptional athlete," said Coach Cooper. "She has an amazing work ethic and is always striving to improve. She is a leader on and off the pool deck. She is a true role model for our program."